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When you see a certain combination of letters in a word, those letters may not always form a

word.................. .

small certainly definite element

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words has the three word elements?

slowly careful unlikely exchange

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When you want to apply for a job, be sure to attach a photograph to your application form.

'Attach' means…………… .

disconnect separate refuse join

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The root 'psych' and the suffix '-logy' make psychology. '-logy' in the word "psychology"

means………… .

study of mind instinct behavior

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This new professor in our university is a man of great scholarship. 'Scholarship' means……….. .

talent wisdom knowledge authority

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Its rich verbal art and major role in international commerce have made English the most

frequently taught second language in the world. commerce means..............

frequent business quite slow

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The supply of words in English language is ever on the rise, with their meanings shifting in time to 

reflect new uses. 'Reflect' means……… .

hide annoy show reject

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The extent to which something is covered or dealt with is called………… .

coverage average salvage percentage

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is better to………..after such difficult exams.

relax relaxes relaxed relaxation

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sometimes we read because of a specific purpose. 'Purpose' means………… .

event agent product goal

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Everybody knew about my brother's ………..at the job. He is able to work very well. 

imbalance efficiency inadequacy inaccurateness

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My….....…….about the world cup is that Germany will win.

guesses guess guessed guest

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The writer has used words and phrases whose uses we are familiar with. 'Whose' refers to………… .

words phrases

the writer words and phrases

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The carpenter has made six chairs.

Six chairs…….....….made by the carpenter.

have been has been was to to be

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher gave the students a……….of the correct answer. This small piece of information made

everybody happy.

whole coverage hint completeness

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence, 'Mary bought a bicycle', "bought" is a(n)…………verb.

transitive two part unknown intransitive

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If two syllables of one word in a dictionary have accent marks, the syllable with the darker mark

receives……......…stress.

no less weak more

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This magazine is not old. It is…………… .

up-date-to up-to-date to-up-date date-up-to

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix 'sub-' in the word "subject" means………….. .

not under over again

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ……..........…..of the books in this library is only according to subjects.

classify classifies classification classified

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They would receive a lot of money if they…....……..harder.

worked works have work would worked

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There was a look of……...…..on her face. This state of being tired was completely clear.

happiness eagerness boredom enthusiasm

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I can't recall the exact details of the report. 'Recall' means………. .

reject remember forget accept

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is better not to utilize everything we have. 'Utilize' means………… .

gain lose enroll use

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The prefix 'inter-' in the word "interrelations" means…………. .

less among outside without

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Why do you waste money in clothes you don't need. 'Waste' means…………. .

spend use rightly don't use use wrongly

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She is extremely….......…….about modern art. She knows everything about it.

knowledgeable knowledge

knowledgeably unknowledgeable

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the sentence 'Where she is going is a secret', "where she is going" is a(n)…………. .

object adverb clause noun clause adjective clause

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The advantage or benefit gained from something is called……………. .

loss profit decrease increase

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This view does not….....………with their other beliefs.

coherence coherent coheres cohere

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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